
Members of the Pennsylvania Campaign for Clean Water  said recent ac-

tions of the Department of Environmental Protection to stripped County Con-

servation Districts of their duties to review erosion, sediment, and stormwater 

control plans for natural gas well drilling sites in the Marcellus Shale forma-

tionwere "illegal" and "irresponsible." 

  

This action is addition to the steps DEP took last year to proposean "expedited" 

stormwater permitting process that does not allow for public participation or 

meaningful agency review of permit applications. ((PA Environment Digest 

12/29/09  
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DOE Funded Project Shows Promise for 

 Tapping Vast U.S. Oil Shale Resources 

Colorado Company Seeks Patents on Low-Cost, Low-Impact Heater Technol-

ogy 

 

A technology as simple as an advanced heater cable may hold the secret for tap-

ping into the nation's largest source of oil, which is contained in vast amounts 

of shale in the American West. 

In a recently completed project sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy 

(DOE) through the Office of Fossil Energy's Oil and Natural Gas Program, 

Composite Technology Development (CTD) Inc. successfully demonstrated the 

application of a ceramic-composite insulated heater cable for oil shale recovery  
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By Jack Walters, ACSL Conservation Chair 
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I give my pledge as an  

American to save and faith-

fully defend from waste, the 

natural resources of my coun-

try; the soil, the water, the air, 

the minerals, the plant life and 

the wildlife. 

This is my Pledge! 

www.acslpa.org 
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The 36 member organizations of the Campaign for Clean Water co-signed a six-page letter to DEP Act-

ing Secretary John Hanger condemning DEP’s actions.  

No Public Notice  

“DEP’s actions are complete give-aways to the oil and gas industry. DEP acted without any public notice or 

opportunity to comment, and in so doing have increased the likelihood of more sediment pollution to Penn-

sylvania’s rivers and streams," said Maya van Rossum, The Delaware Riverkeeper. "In taking these actions, 

DEP has ignored its own core values of environmental protection and public transparency.”  

DEP Understaffed  

“At a time when DEP is admittedly understaffed to deal with the rush of Marcellus Shale drilling in Penn-

sylvania, it makes no sense whatsoever to strip the Conservation Districts of their duties and give them to 

DEP staff that lack their level of experience in erosion and sediment control," said Myron Arnowitt, Penn-

sylvania State Director, Clean Water Action. "Many local communities have already been heavily impacted 

by drilling. The public is looking for more oversight, not less.”   

Illegal Proposal  

“Pennsylvania and federal law requires well drilling sites to adequately control stormwater and prevent ero-

sion and sediment pollution to our rivers and streams," Matt Royer, Staff Attorney, Pennsylvania Office, 

Chesapeake Bay Foundation. "We believe a fast-track permitting scheme that eliminates technical review of 

erosion, sediment, and stormwater plans is illegal under federal and state environmental laws.” 

  

For more information, visit the PA Campaign for Clean Water website.   

 

NewsClip: Environmental Coalition Fights DEP Rule For Drilling In Marcellus Shale  

Clean Water Group Decries DEP Move On Shale Exploration  

Environmental Groups Condemn Changes In Regulations Of Gas Drilling  

Source: PA Environment Digest 
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deep underground. The Small Business Innovation Research project provided employment for 25 profes-

sionals and resulted in two patent applications related to the cable. 

"With DOE's support over two phases of this project, CTD has demonstrated a way to tap into the western 

oil shale resources," said Dr. Victor K. Der, Acting Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy. "With two-thirds 

of the world’s supply of oil shale in the United States, technologies such as this can go a long way toward 

bolstering the development of our domestic energy resources, creating jobs, and supporting energy secu-

rity." 

The United States holds about two thirds of the world’s estimated reserves of 3.7 trillion barrels of oil shale, 

an amount thought to be 40 percent larger than remaining supplies of petroleum worldwide. Scientists be-

lieve that the Green River shale formation alone, in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, has as much as 1.1 tril-

lion barrels of oil equivalent. 

CTD researchers conducted 5,000 hours of continuous testing of its cable at temperatures ranging between 

760 to 850 degrees Celsius. During the tests, the cable overcame many of the limitations of existing cables, 

which include conductor instability, moisture-induced degradation, and operating temperatures too limited 

to recover shale oil underground. The project was managed by DOE’s National Energy Technology Labora-

tory. 

Oil shale contains a substance called kerogen, which is the organic material from which oil is derived. 

Kerogen cannot be pumped from a reservoir like oil. Instead, the oil shale rock must be heated to separate 

the liquid. Once the liquid is collected, it can be upgraded to synthetic crude oil for shipment and refining in 

the nation’s existing petroleum infrastructure. 

CTD's successful test of its heater cable holds promise for heating the shale oil in situ, down to a depth of 

5,000 feet, thus separating the kerogen without having to go through the expensive process of mining the oil 

shale rock. If future underground tests of the cable prove successful, operators should be able to extract a 

petroleum-like liquid that is fluid enough to be pumped to the surface. 

By eliminating the mining and a portion of the large-scale processing associated with oil shale recovery, 

CTD's advanced cable system is estimated to cut recovery costs in half while addressing environmental is-

sues on the surface.  

Source: U.S. DOE 
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In a pilot-scale test supported by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Fossil Energy, Clemson 

University researchers have shown that manmade or "constructed" wetlands can be used to treat non-

traditional water sources which could then be used in power plants or for other purposes. The successful 

test, which was managed by DOE's National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), could help power 

plants economically meet criteria for water reuse or discharge established by the National Pollution Dis-

charge Elimination System and the Clean Water Act. 

Power plants need large quantities of water to operate efficiently. An economical treatment method that al-

lows the use of non-traditional water—water that is not drawn from a traditional freshwater source, such as 

a lake, river, or municipal water supply—could decrease the impact of electricity generation on the Nation's 

limited freshwater supplies. 

Four kinds of non-traditional water sources were treated during the test: ash basin water, simulated cooling 

water, flue gas desulfurization water, and produced water (water that is extracted from the ground along 

with oil and natural gas). All of the water sources contained contaminants such as salts, heavy metals, and 

hydrocarbons. In addition, all were capable of causing bio-fouling or corrosion because of their pH, ionic 

strength, or nutrient content. Specific contaminants of concern included the following: 

Ash basin water—arsenic, chromium, copper, mercury, selenium, and zinc.  

Cooling water—bromine, chlorine, copper, lead, peroxides, and zinc.  

Flue gas desulfurization water—arsenic, boron, chlorides, mercury, selenium, and zinc.  

Produced waters—arsenic, benzene, cadmium, chlorides, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, sulfide, 

toluene, zinc, and oil and grease.  

Recognizing the differences in each water source, unique wetland treatment systems were designed and 

constructed for each type of water. The artificial wetlands were created in large (70- to 250-gallon) vats 

containing vegetation that would be found in natural wetlands, such as California bulrush and narrow leaf 

cattail. Each type of water was gravity fed through its own series of vats, residing for about 24 hours in 

each. 

Before and after treatment, researchers measured pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, hardness, alkalinity, 

and conductivity, along with the levels of contaminants. Treatment goals were determined by— 

National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permit limits.  

Water quality criteria established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  

Irrigation standards established by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.  

Toxicity to the water flea Ceriodaphnia dubia.  

(continued on page 5) 
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Reuse standards focused on minimizing damage to the power pant by treated waters.  

Test results showed that, while limited to chloride concentrations of less than 4,000 milligrams per liter, 

constructed wetland treatment systems could remediate all four non-traditional water sources for reuse or 

discharge. Since constructed wetland treatment systems cost 10–50 percent less than conventional treatment 

systems, they could provide an economical alternative to conventional water-treatment approaches, which 

are comparatively costly and are often unable to achieve new, rigorous water-quality standards. 

The link between water and energy is one of several research areas in NETL’s Innovations for Existing 

Plants program. The program aims to sustain the use of coal in the Nation’s energy mix by developing tech-

nologies that will enable the current fleet of coal-fired power plants to comply with existing and emerging 

environmental regulations.  

Source: U.S. DOE 

 

DOE-Supported Project Demonstrates Benefits of Constructed Wetlands  
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Fuel Cell Stacks Still Going Strong After 5,000 Hours 

SECA Fuel Cell Stacks Meet, Surpass DOE Goals 

 

Two fuel cell stacks developed by FuelCell Energy (FCE) in partnership with Versa Power Systems 

achieved 5,000 hours of service in February, meeting a goal of the U.S. Department of Energy's Solid State 

Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA). The milestone marks a step toward the ultimate SECA objective of 

providing low-cost solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) technology for coal-based power plants and other power 

generation applications.  

The FCE/Versa Power fuel cell stacks not only surpassed SECA's requirement of 5,000 hours of service, 

they also exhibited an overall degradation of only 1.7 percent and 2.6 percent per 1,000 hours—much less 

than SECA's 2008 (interim) target of 4.0 percent per 1,000 hours. One of the fuel cell stacks continues to 

run; the data will be used to further assess and refine the current design. 

"The team's successful scale-up puts us firmly on the road to incorporating this highly efficient SOFC tech-

nology in a wide range of settings, including distributed generation and combined heat and power applica-

tions—from tens to hundreds of kilowatts and eventually, megawatts," said Robert Stokes, CEO of Versa 

Power Systems. 

The fuel cells' strong performance has won a project continuation from DOE in which the FCE team is 

challenged to build a minimum 25-kilowatt SOFC stack that will meet SECA requirements for both per-

formance and manufacturing costs. The new stack is to form the basis for a minimum 250-kilowatt fuel cell 

power module and a 5-megawatt proof-of-concept system that will operate on coal-derived synthesis gas, a 

fuel created by reacting coal at high temperatures. Fuel cell scale-up is part of SECA’s manufacturing strat-

egy to produce the overall lowest SOFC system cost. 

Successful testing of the two SOFC stacks, which are around 10 kilowatts each, reflects the excellent pro-

gress being made by the team toward the SECA goals. The testing was completed as part of a multi-phase 

project that is also benefitting the Nation through the creation of more than 300 jobs that will extend over 

the project’s 6+ years.  

Future SECA program objectives include— 

By 2010, a stack test running for 5,000 hours with a degradation of less than 2.0 percent per 1,000 hours 

and costs of $700 per kilowatt or less for the system power block.  

By 2012, a 250-kilowatt to 1-megawatt fuel cell module demonstration.  

By 2015, a 5-megawatt proof-of-concept fuel cell system to demonstrate system integration, heat recovery 

turbines, and power electronics.  

By 2020, a full-scale demonstration of a 250- to 500-megawatt integrated gasification fuel cell power plant. 

(continued on page 7) 
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Fuel Cell Stacks Still Going Strong After 5,000 Hours 

(continued) 

  

Integrated gasification fuel cell plants incorporating SECA SOFCs are expected to achieve an overall oper-

ating efficiency of greater than 50 percent—15 percentage points higher than today’s average U.S.-based 

coal-fired power plant—while separating at least 90 percent of the carbon dioxide emissions for capture and 

environmentally secure storage. The SOFC systems must also be cost-competitive with other power genera-

tion technologies. 

The SECA teams will continue to pursue improvement in cell design and materials for better performance 

and reduction of cost. SECA, which is managed and supported by DOE through the Office of Fossil En-

ergy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory, conducts fuel cell research and development to meet na-

tional needs for producing low-cost power with near-zero emissions. 

Source: U.S. DOE 
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Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Successfully Powers  

Truck Cab and Sleeper in DOE-Sponsored Test 

 

DOE, Delphi, Peterbilt Join to Test Auxiliary Power Unit for Commercial Trucks 

 

In a test sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), a Delphi auxiliary power unit employing a 

solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) successfully operated the electrical system and air conditioning of a Peterbilt 

Model 386 truck under conditions simulating idling conditions for 10 hours. The device provides an alter-

native to running a truck’s main diesel engine, or using a truck’s batteries, to power auxiliary electrical 

loads during rest periods, thereby lowering emissions, reducing noise, and saving fuel. 

Funded by the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, the test was a collaborative effort that 

also involved the Office of Fossil Energy’s Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA); Delphi Corp., 

a leading global supplier of mobile electronics and transportation systems; and Peterbilt Motors Company, a 

manufacturer of premium quality trucks for a wide range of markets. The auxiliary power unit provided an 

average of 800 watts of electricity to the truck over the course of the test. 

Concerns about commercial truck emissions, noise, and fuel consumption have led to legislation and other 

proposals to limit the trucks' idling time and have resulted in a need for clean, economical alternatives. 

Auxiliary power units that employ an SOFC are a promising solution. 

Delphi's SOFC auxiliary power unit is able to convert the chemical energy in conventional fuels—in this 

case, commercial diesel—into useful electrical power without combustion. The unit is compact and can be 

configured to use natural gas, bio-diesel, propane, gasoline, coal-derived fuel, or military logistics fuel. 

Auxiliary power is a spinoff application for SOFCs developed under the SECA program. SECA was estab-

lished by the Office of Fossil Energy in 2000 to research and develop low-cost, modular, fuel-flexible 

SOFC systems by 2010. The ultimate goal of the program is to use low-cost SOFCs in coal-based power 

plants to take advantage of their higher efficiencies, lower emissions, reduced water requirements, and ease 

of carbon capture. During the development of SECA SOFCs, technological spinoffs into a variety of other 

applications and markets are expected. This will increase manufacturing production volume, thereby lower-

ing SOFC cost. 

Source: U.S. DOE 
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PA Insurance Department Approves First-Ever 

'Green' Discount for Homeowners Insurance 
  

Pennsylvania homeowners who are going "green" may be eligible for an insurance discount now that the 

Insurance Department has approved the first energy-efficient discount of its kind, according to Insurance 

Commissioner Joel Ario.  

"Some insurers are taking an active role in promoting environmental awareness and taking advantage of 

growth opportunities in this emerging insurance market," Ario said. "This week we approved a 'green' dis-

count filing by Donegal Insurance Group for homeowners who use solar energy or thermal heat pumps."  

"We believe this is a trend-setting insurance option for those who are concerned about the environment and 

leading an eco-friendly lifestyle. Additionally, it makes risk-management sense because alternative energy 

sources keep homes operating when there is a power loss."   

The Donegal policies, which go into effect May 1, offer the following "green" discounts:  

Solar Energy Discount - a five percent discount applied to the policy premium for homes that use solar en-

ergy to generate electricity for use in the insured home or generate energy used for heating the home.   

Geothermal Heat Pump Discount - a five percent discount applied to the policy premium for homes where a 

geothermal heat pump is installed on or connected to the insured home. The system must meet "Energy 

Star" program requirements at the time of purchase.   

Ario added that consumers have many choices when it comes to insuring their homes, so it is important to 

consider a broad range of factors when choosing a policy.  

"There are almost 200 insurance companies offering homeowners coverage in Pennsylvania, so I encourage 

consumers to do some comparison shopping and find the company and the policy that is right for you."   

Consumers with questions about choosing insurance coverage are invited to visit the department's Web site 

or call the toll-free, automated consumer hotline at (877) 881-6388. They may also contact any of the de-

partment's Bureau of Consumer Services' regional offices: (717) 787-2317, Harrisburg; (215) 560-2630, 

Philadelphia; or (412) 565-5020, Pittsburgh. 

Source: PA DEP 
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NEW PLAN OUTLINES STATEWIDE, REGIONAL PRIORITIES TO BALANCE 

 COMPETING DEMANDS FOR WATER 

 

First Update to State Water Plan in 26 Years Provides Recommendations to Protect Water Quality, 

Quantity in Pennsylvania  

 

As demand grows for Pennsylvania’s water resources, the commonwealth is offering comprehensive rec-

ommendations to help policymakers balance the demands of competing interests while protecting the qual-

ity and supply of water for residents and businesses, Environmental Protection acting Secretary John 

Hanger said today as he signed the new state water plan.  

The plan was approved and adopted by Hanger at the recommendation of the Statewide Water Resources 

Committee at a ceremony in Harrisburg. Hanger was joined by representatives of the regional and statewide 

committees that created the plan following five years of public meetings throughout the state.  

“The state water plan represents years of exhaustive and difficult work, and provides Pennsylvanians with a 

vision, goals and recommendations for meeting the challenges of sustainable water use over the next 15 

years,” Hanger said. “Each region came to the table with its own priorities–protecting drinking water sup-

plies, creating jobs, avoiding devastating floods, reducing mine drainage, and ensuring well thought out 

plans for how to use the land—but the statewide committee was able to craft a document that takes into ac-

count these many conflicting priorities and demands.”  

The updated state water plan – the first since 1983 – was required under Act 220 of 2002 that created a 

Statewide Water Resource Committee and six regional water resource committees tasked with compiling 

and reviewing water-use data, taking public comment, identifying where existing and potential water-use 

conflicts and water quality issues may occur, and creating recommendations for the state water plan. The 

plan consists of inventories of water availability, an assessment of current and future water demands and 

trends, assessments of resource management alternatives, and proposed methods of implementing recom-

mended actions. It also analyzes problems and needs associated with specific water resource usage such as 

navigation, stormwater management and flood control.  

Key components of the state water plan include:  

 An innovative Water Use Analysis Tool to determine where water demands may exceed available water 

supply. The tool now is being emulated in other states and being considered for use in other countries;  A 

Statewide and Regional Atlas to illustrate regional trends using maps, charts, pictures and text descriptions;  

 Water Plan Principles Document that includes policies, priorities and legislative recommendations and 

other suggestions to protect and enhance Pennsylvania’s water resources;  Registration and reporting regu-

lations for large water users; and  

 Guidelines for identification of critical water planning areas.  

(continued on page 11) 
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COMPETING DEMANDS FOR WATER 

(continued) 

The regional committees, representing each major river basin, included nearly 140 representatives from a 

wide variety of organizations representing business and industry, agriculture, local government, water and 

wastewater authorities, and environmental interests.  

Committees conducted public hearings statewide beginning in October 2003 and presented final regional 

reports to the statewide committee.  

The Statewide Water Resources Committee consisted of representatives of the General Assembly, heads of 

state agencies and state river basin commissions, and one member from each regional committee. The state-

wide committee combined and compiled input from the regional committees to create the new state water 

plan that focuses on broad issues common to all areas of the state.  

“The state water plan is the culmination of time, energy and resources from countless individuals who, for 

the past five years, have been collecting and reviewing complex data, setting water management goals and 

priorities, and recommending specific actions for the future of water resources,” Hanger said. “We have set 

a baseline of sound science, but this is only the beginning of the process. We are now entering the next 

phase of the plan, which will involve action on the part of state agencies and the General Assembly to im-

plement the plan’s recommendations.” To view the state water plan, the Pennsylvania Water Atlas and 

other related documents, visit www.depweb.state.pa.us, then select “State Water Plan” under the Hot 

Topics heading. 

Source: PA DEP 
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DOE to Build Hydrogen Fuel Test Facility at West Virginia Airport 

 

 

The Office of Fossil Energy's National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) today announced plans to 

construct and operate a hydrogen fuel production plant and vehicle fueling station at the Yeager Airport in 

Charleston, W.Va.  

The facility will use grid electricity to split water to produce pure hydrogen fuel. The fuel will be used by 

the airport's operations and the 130th Air Wing of the West Virginia Air National Guard. 

NETL will begin operations at the Yeager Airport facility in August 2009 and plans to conduct two years of 

testing and evaluation. The facility will be designed using "open architecture," allowing the capability to 

add innovations and advancements in hydrogen technology as they become available. 

The Yeager Airport facility represents a research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) platform sup-

porting NETL's Hydrogen Systems Initiative. The goal of the initiative is to demonstrate the feasibility of 

hydrogen fuel as a safe and competitive alternative to petroleum. NETL envisions that in the long term, hy-

drogen will be produced from coal. Alternatively, the electricity for the hydrolysis of water will come from 

coal-based power generation. Two similar facilities are being planned for West Virginia and Pennsylvania.  

DOE funding for the Yeager Airport project is $2.6 million, with industry contributing $625,000. It is ex-

pected that this project will create 16-47 jobs over the next three years. 

Source: U.S. DOE 

 


